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There are many factors that go into making the final
decision to sell your business. Advice would state it is not
something to leave to chance.   A successful outcome is
contingent on your ability to accurately assess the current
position of your business versus where ultimately you want
to exit and create a planning process to close the gap
between those two points. The greater the gap between
the current position of your business and desired outcome,
the more important exit planning will be to you and the
process. Every year, many business owners leave their exit
outcome to chance. In fact, 80% aren't successful in selling
their business, This grave mistake means only 2 out of 10
business owners have a successful outcome. If you are
thinking about selling your business, begin by answering
the six important questions. 
 
 

 Do you know the current value of your business?
Are there any issues that would keep you from selling your business?
Are you willing to sell your business at a deep discount?
What happens if you aren't prepared to sell? 
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HOW MUCH IS MY BUSINESS WORTH?

Don't leave the sale of your business to chance

The success of your exit outcome depends on planning completed months before the actual exit

Exit planning will be a critical tool for you to use for closing the value gap
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START PREPARING

Getting across the finish line when it comes to completing
an exit is a long and difficult road. As stated, business
owners that try every year to exit aren't successful. This
may come as a surprise but success begins with your
ability to assess the current status of your business, create
a customized plan that aligns with your exit goals while
having a sound team that can execute on that plan. If you
are thinking about selling your business, begin by
answering six important questions.

SIX QUESTIONS TO ASK 

YOURSELF FIRST

When answering these questions, a good rule of thumb is,
if you don't know the answer to any of these questions,
schedule an appointment with a Certified Exit Planning
Advisor (CEPA). A CEPA can help you uncover your
answers while sharing the importance of each question.

Believe it or not, 80% of businesses put on the market do
not sell. While this may seem like a shocking statistic, it’s
commonplace because most business owners run their
companies without an exit in mind. This is unfortunate as
owners learn late in the process that their business is not
attractive to prospective buyers; and if there are interested
buyers, they’re only willing to transact at a deep discount
to market value. Why? The buyer perceives more risk than
value in ownership of the company. By knowing the
perceived risks of your business ahead of the exit process,
you can proactively eliminate or diminish them thereby
improving the value and the likelihood of a transaction.

�. Is My Business Sellable?

One thing you can control about the exit process is your
preparation. Essential to a successful exit is having
organized financials and documented processes. Most
business owners are not adequately prepared for the due
diligence process, which can be grueling. Getting ahead of
this will not only keep you from being a deer in headlights,
it will also minimize the chances of a buyer using this as an
opportunity to discount their offer. Buyers want to know
the company is on solid footing and can run without you.
On the surface, these are all valid reasons to want to sell,
but if you don’t explore the emotions behind your reason
for selling, these emotions may become an area of
struggle post-transaction. For example, if your reason for
selling is due to fatigue (mentally or physically), that is a
valid reason for you to take action.

WHAT ARE THE QUESTIONS YOU 

SHOULD ASK:

1. Is my business sellable?
2. How much is my business worth?
3. Am I prepared?
4. Do I know all my exit options?
5. Do I have the right team in place?
6. Do I know how long the exit process will take?

2. How Much Is My Business 

Worth?

If you have not had a valuation done recently, this is one
of the first steps you’ll want to take. Are you in a position
to stand comfortably and independently of the business
you’ve built or are you dependent on your business for
cash flow? A valuation should serve as your gauge. You
may find you need to spend a few more years increasing
the value of your company or you may be pleasantly
surprised to learn you can exit sooner than you thought.
Additionally, knowing the value of your company will allow
you to complete any personal financial planning that
needs to be done. By giving yourself a window pre-exit,
you can take advantage of retirement vehicles or estate
planning techniques that may create significant tax
savings.

3. Am I Prepared?
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Having your business formally assessed is like creating a 
road map to unlocking Enterprise Value in your business.
 
 An assessment allows you to:

Identify issues in your business
Prioritize each issue by value impact to the 
enterprise value 
Put an “action plan” together to remedy the 
identified issues
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4.Do I Know All My Exit 

Options?

Whether this is your first or fifth time going through an
exit, surrounding yourself with a capable team makes all
the difference in a transition. Your team may include your
CPA, your attorney, key managers of your company, an
investment banker, and a CEPA to help guide the process
and keep everyone on task. Additional members to
consider are your family, a financial advisor, trust & estate
planning attorney, and a life coach. All of these
professionals bring different expertise to the table. It’s
important to designate a quarterback and set defined goals
to keep everyone on track.
 

Exit planning is not an overnight process. It can take
anywhere from 1-5 years depending on the current shape
of your company and how much preparation you’ve done
in advance. At the end of the day, exit planning is just a
good business strategy. The sooner you get started, the
better off you will be.

5. Do I  Have The Right Team 

In Place?

THREE KEYS TO 

PREPAREDNESS PLANNING
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22.0 %

78.0 %

HAVE TRANSITION PLAN NO TRANSITION PLAN

MOST OWNERS DON'T HAVE 

A FORMAL TRANSITION PLAN

The majority of business owners are not familiar with all
of the exit options available to them. Do not assume
there is only one way to sell your company. There are
creative solutions that can achieve goals you may not
have thought possible. For example, if you’re a family-
owned business, you can work with a private equity firm
to take a minority stake and eventually have the next
generation buy it back from them at a later date. The
private equity firm could help grow the company bigger
than you may have ever dreamed. In contrast, you may
start out thinking a family succession is the right exit
plan and realize that a sale to a strategic buyer is the
ideal choice for everyone. It’s important to surround
yourself with advisors who can educate you on the many
choices you have at your disposal

6. Do I Know How Long The 

Exit Process Will Take?

EXIT PLANNING SUCCESSION PLANNING LIFE PLANNING

For more information around better understanding your exit options, please contact us at:  

info@busownxchange.com

Schedule Your Appointment With 

A Certi�ed Exit Planning Advisor
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